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One FREAKISH day I was given the gift of poetry..but only for a day. So I wrote two poems, which is
very rare for me. And I feel like adding to the deprived writing section of my gallery. So like..enjoy and
whatnot ô-ô...
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1 - Alone

Happiness is something I have
Whenever I see you
Every time you smile
It makes me smile, too

But when you're gone
I feel sad and alone
You say you're always with me
And I am with you, too

I think about you all the time
I'm with you in my mind
But I still feel lonely, being here
Without you by my side

And it hurts to know
that all of my happiness was in vain
Because in the end
You'll be leaving me.

Please comment..it doesn't even have to be something nice, I just wanna know what the peoples
reading this think of it.



2 - End

As the world ends,
I scream your name into the sky,
Calling you to be with me,
Until the day I die.

Yeah..it's short and such. >'-'< Kitty-cat!!



3 - Rain

Clouds loom in the afternoon sky,
Their gray masses warning of rain,
Soon to be felt crying out,
With all the world's pain.

And from the sky's tears,
Comes reassurence and growth,
Its vast azure plane above,
Washes away the peoples' fears.

I wrote this on a different day that the two other ones. We had to write a poem in English class, but we
only did volunteer reading of some of them, so I didn't go. But I'm pleased that I actually wrote a
somewhat decent poem. And if I ever think of another poem in the future, then it'll probably go on this
"story."
You know what sounds REALLY good right now? Turtle. Pie.
It's like this super delicious pie made out of oreo crust, carmel, and chocolate pudding mixed with cream
cheese. Es MUY rica. (It's very rich/tasty)..
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